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WELCOME
Welcome to the MFA in Interdisciplinary Arts Program Handbook Addendum. As of July 2018,
this addendum and the documents to which it refers represent current Goddard policies and
procedures specific to the MFA in Interdisciplinary Arts Program and supersede previous
policy statements distributed by the College. Goddard College reserves the right to revise any
policy or procedure in this addendum without written prior notice. This addendum is not
written as a contract and is not intended to create contractual rights.
Policies or protocols not addressed here, or in the Graduate Student Handbook, may be referred
to the appropriate administrative official(s). Refer to the Goddard College’s website
(www.goddard.edu) for a list of College personnel and their areas of responsibility.
By accepting admission to Goddard College and completing registration, the student
acknowledges that the College has provided the student with a Graduate Student Handbook
and, when appropriate, a program-specific Addendum (through electronic means; hard copies
of each are available upon request from the Academic Affairs Office). The Graduate Student
Handbook details information related to the terms and conditions of enrollment including the
College’s policies and the student’s responsibilities in attending the College. As a condition of
enrollment and attendance at Goddard, the student hereby agrees to become familiar with the
contents and comply with and abide by the terms and conditions detailed in the Graduate
Student Handbook, program-specific addendums, and future revisions. Students understand
that if they have questions about the Handbook or any addendum(s), they should check the
College’s website to review the current versions of the documents and Program Director, or
other College administrators for assistance.

A Note about Language
In keeping with our community values of inclusiveness, this handbook does not use gendered
pronouns. Goddard also uses the language of progressive education and has its own language,
as explained in the Graduate Student Handbook.

Nondiscrimination Statement
Goddard College does not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color, national origin,
marital/civil union status, age, gender, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation,
veteran/uniformed service status, disability or other legally protected classification in any of its
policies or procedures (including but not limited to those related to admission, employment, the
provision of educational services, and the granting of financial aid), or in its services, facilities,
privileges or benefits in compliance with and to the limits of applicable state and federal laws.
All Goddard sponsored programs and activities are open to all on an equal basis.

Accreditation Statement
New England Commission of Higher Education
© Goddard College Corporation
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Goddard College is accredited on probation by the New England Commission of Higher
Education, effective October 10, 2018, because the Commission finds that the institution is in
danger of losing its accreditation because it is not in compliance with the Standards for
Accreditation. Of concern are accreditation standards 3 (organization and governance) and 7
(institutional resources). A statement providing further information about the probationary
status is available on the website of the Commission on Institutions of Higher Education
(https://cihe.neasc.org).
Accreditation of an institution of higher education by the Commission indicates that it meets or
exceeds criteria for the assessment of institutional quality periodically applied though a peer
review process. An accredited college or university is one which has available the necessary
resources to achieve its stated purposes through appropriate educational programs, is
substantially doing so, and gives reasonable evidence that it will continue to do so in the
foreseeable future. Institutional integrity is also addressed through accreditation.
Accreditation by the Commission is not partial but applies to the institution as a whole. As
such, it is not a guarantee of every course or program offered, or the competence of individual
graduates. Rather, it provides reasonable assurance about the quality of opportunities available
to students who attend the institution.
Inquiries regarding the accreditation status by the Commission should be directed to the
administrative staff of the institution. Individuals may also contact:
New England Commission of Higher Education
3 Burlington Woods Drive, Suite 100
Burlington, MA 01803-4514
(781) 425 7785
E-Mail: info@neche.org

Washington Student Achievement Council
Goddard College is authorized by the Washington Student Achievement Council and meets the
requirements and minimum educational standards established for degree granting institutions
under the Degree-Granting Institutions Act. This authorization is subject to periodic review and
authorizes Goddard College to offer specific degree programs. The Council may be contacted
for a list of currently authorized programs. Authorization by the Council does not carry with it
an endorsement by the Council of the institution or its programs.
Any person desiring information about the requirements of the act or the applicability of those
requirements to the institution may contact:
Washington Student Achievement Council:
P.O. Box 43430
917 Lakeridge Way SW
Olympia, WA 98504-3430
360-753-7800
www.wsac.wa.gov
© Goddard College Corporation
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MFA IN INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS PROGRAM
Program Mission Statement
Consistent with Goddard College’s mission statement, the MFA in Interdisciplinary Arts
community seeks “to advance cultures of rigorous inquiry, collaboration and life-long learning,
where individuals take imaginative and responsible action in the world.”
The MFA in Interdisciplinary Arts (MFAIA) engages artists from a variety of practices including
visual arts, dance, music, theater, performance art, social practice, design, digital media, and the
literary arts to study in a rigorous interdisciplinary context. Students have the opportunity to
work across artistic disciplines both individually and in collaboration with peers. The MFAIA
also encourages broader interdisciplinary inquiry, enabling dialogue among art and science,
social science, humanities, and other systems of knowledge.
One of the few graduate programs in the world committed to art as a transformational practice,
the MFAIA is designed to support artists with diverse life experiences and goals ranging from
the social, political, to the aesthetic, spiritual or autobiographical. The MFAIA learning
community supports the development of a robust lifelong art practice and also envisions
artmaking as a form of critical thinking that integrates research and interdisciplinary problemsolving and engages ethically in public contexts.

The Learning Environment
The MFA in Interdisciplinary Arts (MFAIA) program is a vibrant community of artists in an
egalitarian, cooperative, and inquiring learning environment. All forms of art practice are
welcome, especially those that advance the collective understanding of what art is and can be,
as well as those not traditionally part of the Western art tradition. Creativity is trusted in the
search for meaning, and students are encouraged to become the kind of artist they want to be.
The Goddard MFAIA is one of very few interdisciplinary arts program reaching across the
visual, conceptual and performing arts. Goddard students have practices as diverse as digital
arts, ceramics, circus arts, theatre, film and video, music, painting, installation, murals, land art,
storytelling, performance art, sculpture, dance, and so on. Students and faculty work beyond
the artificial distinctions between fine art and crafts or art and design, and seek to bridge
classical/traditional art forms with advanced contemporary discourses.
The program’s focus is on providing the conditions for each individual artist to clarify their
intentions and develop their own unique voice. Each student works one-on-one with different
faculty advisors over the course of their degree, designing their individual studies based on
interests and goals, personal learning styles, and their own aspirations as professional artists.

© Goddard College Corporation
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Interdisciplinary Art
Any attempt at defining “Interdisciplinary Art” should start with the acknowledgement that it
cannot be reduced to any singular definition. There are as many forms of interdisciplinary art as
there are interdisciplinary artists.
Interdisciplinary Art at Goddard is testimony to our engagement in artistic diversity, and in the
continuing subversion of established canons, as well as in the constant exploration of new
directions and new terrains for art making. While elsewhere art is divided into neat categories
along the lines of mediums – such as “Painting,” “Music,” “Dance,” “Theater,” “Video,” etc. –
Goddard does not emphasize the medium first. On the contrary, it is known (both from art
history and from personal experience) that artists work in the medium that best suits their inner
vision. When the artist’s inner vision calls to them to be explored and expressed through a new
medium, they go and find it. Some artists have a solid preferences for specific media and will
work consistently with those for long periods (if not an entire lifetime), while other artists tend
to explore and rove, experimenting with a wide variety of tools, media and forms. Neither the
artist who works for a lifetime in one medium, nor the one who uses a different medium for
each work, is the norm in the art world. While disciplinarity is still the norm in art departments
and institutions, it is not a norm in the contemporary art world of practicing artists. Goddard’s
interdisciplinary focus is an acknowledgement of this fact. Trends and commonalities are seen
between all the arts – at the level of the creative process, of content, of the purpose of the work,
and so on. For example:
•

A socially-engaged agenda is found in artists’ work across media and disciplines.
o

•

From the Futurist Manifesto in 1909 to Act-Up activists’ interventions, from
the Guerrilla Girls’ denunciations of sexism in the art world to “New Genre”
Public Art, there is a long tradition of socially engaged art. More now than
ever, artists who see their responsibility as concerned citizens are developing
an ever-wider diversity of creative approaches and strategies, to the point
where they see a completely renewed practice of socially engaged art. The
ideas and intentions in these practices are compelling and provocative, and
the many questions they raise can be explored in this program.

An autobiographical approach is found in artists’ work across media and
disciplines.
o

From Frida Kahlo to Louise Bourgeois to James Luna, there is a long tradition
of artists and writers who have reached deeply into their intimate personal
experience to extract potentially universal wisdom and insight. Yet these
autobiographical processes have not been as valued by Western critics and
historians as other aesthetic quests. MFAIA faculty seek to help those
students who are engaged in exploring their personal experience and
expressing it meaningfully in all its richness.

© Goddard College Corporation
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•

A spiritual inquiry is found in artists’ work across media and disciplines.
o

Many artists integrate spiritual dimensions in their work, with or without
acknowledging them. Within Goddard’s interdisciplinary art framework,
spiritual practices that manifest in artistic ways are valued for both their
spiritual and artistic dimensions. Rather than imposing confining definitions
of what are or are not appropriate practices in art, Goddard encourages
students to explore various art practices to stretch and expand their view of
art.

The above examples are but only three of the larger concerns that have run across the MFAIA
student population over the years. On several occasions, students have displayed all three of
them in their work – so even these categories can be misleading.
As soon as an artist integrates into the work procedures, materials or discourses of two art
forms, the work can be considered interdisciplinary. However, beyond that, work in
contemporary art goes much further than this crossing of boundaries of traditional art forms.
Work, for example, that:
•

Blends craft and political discourse, such as Rebecca Belmore’s Fringe or Kara
Walker’s black-and-white silhouette works, where the crafts, art, history and
feminism are integrated.

•

Blurs the distinctions between process and product, such as mandalas where the
actual process of drawing is meant primarily to center the mind, and the resulting
art work is of lesser importance to the artist.

•

Crosses the boundaries between art and spirituality, art and anthropology, art and
politics, art and nature, etc.

•

Deconstructs the definition of art, of what art is, of what makes it “good art,” such as
the “art/life” movement influenced by Allan Kaprow’s ideas.

•

Uses art for social or political purposes, such as community-based art.

Praxis
Creative praxis: We can define creative praxis as the dialectic of theory and practice—the usual meaning
of praxis—but we must add a particular spin: that the construction of new knowledge trumps all
orthodoxies. That's the creative addition.
- Goddard College, Third Century Plan. (Goddard College 4)
Understood as a process, praxis is the way in which we enact, embody, or realize ideas and
theories in the world. This principle is a cornerstone of the MFAIA curriculum. Several
disciplines have adapted the notion of praxis, but within each lay the central concept of action
that embodies theory and reflection. Praxis works against the Cartesian division of mind and body;
of knowing and doing which is at the root of Western thought and political structures. Such a
© Goddard College Corporation
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division makes it easy for people to choose contemplation over engagement or action over
reflection, eliminating the possibility that exists in the relationship between theory and practice.
Paulo Freire, in Pedagogy of the Oppressed, looks to the ways that theories of learning can enable
greater political participation thereby catalyzing the potential for social justice. He defines
praxis as “reflection and action upon the world to transform it.” (Freire 36) bell hooks, in
Teaching to Transgress: Education as the Practice of Freedom, articulates feminist thinking about
radical pedagogy, including the importance of pleasure and excitement. Similarly, in many
spiritual traditions, practitioners are encouraged to directly experience the nature of the
Universe in unmediated ways, bringing the wisdom of the tradition into an embodied
relationship with the world. For political thinkers like Karl Marx, philosophy that only theorizes
or interprets human experience is incomplete; the aim of philosophy, in his view, is to change
the world. In American public life, the leadership of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. fused these
political and spiritual approaches to further the struggle to secure the civil rights of all people.
Praxis can be understood as an embodied form of critical thinking, as bell hooks invites us to
consider:
Thinking is an action. For all aspiring intellectuals, thoughts are the laboratory where one goes to
pose questions and find answers and the place where visions of theory and praxis come together.
The heartbeat of critical thinking is the longing to know – to understand how life works.
(hooks, Teaching Critical Thinking: Practical Wisdom 7)
Extending this metaphor, for artists the making process – whether in a studio, performance
space, as a process of writing, or in a community of co-creators – becomes a site of discovery
and knowledge building. Engaged and effective artists do not reproduce the forms, styles,
concerns, or meaning of those who came before us. Rather, the making process, when critically
engaged with the ideas of those in our creative lineages and those who share our concerns,
becomes a means through which theorizing possibilities can fully become action in the world.
In praxis, the ideas that inspire us to undertake our making process enter into dialogue with the
forms we choose to express our meaning. For interdisciplinary artists, this is especially evident
in the process of applying a range of methods and forms to address different questions
understanding that engaging with different discourses -- intellectual, political, social, economic,
and creative -- requires different strategies.
For artists, praxis is often most evident in the process of sharing creative work and creating
work in collaborative dialogue with others. When artists bring their work into conversation
with an audience, they are both closing the circle of their making process and opening a new
dialectical process. In bringing work to an audience, artists critically engage it with the
experience and thinking of others, shaping it into forms that will express and relay meaning to
construct new knowledge and enliven the world. By participating in such a process, artists are
working toward a dialogic and engaged advancement of human freedom. This process parallels
John Dewey’s idea that learning is not complete until it is applied back to the world.

© Goddard College Corporation
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Engagement with Research and Critical Inquiry
What you do with what you know is inseparable from what you know. One of the most important things
you do is to make what you know obsolete: to transcend what you previously knew.
—Wilfred Hamlin (Hamlin 3)
As a graduate student at Goddard College and an artist-scholar in the MFAIA program,
students are expected to engage critically with their own work, the work of others, and with the
world around them. Graduate level research is a dynamic process, in which students exercise
rigorous curiosity and apply expanding skill-sets in pursuit of new knowledge(s). This involves
creative exploration, analysis, reflection, synthesis, and transformation of art, ideas, events, and
experiences in ways that are honest, respectful, contextually informed, and self-aware. To
accomplish this expected depth of critical engagement, students will inevitably work in an
interdisciplinary manner, drawing upon a range of knowledge systems, to examine issues,
questions, and creative intentions from multiple relevant perspectives, including viewpoints
that may conflict with their own.
Students are expected to become acquainted with contemporary theory and to contextualize
practices within relevant, existing frameworks. Some examples of related contexts include: art
history, contemporary social and political discourse, feminist theory, queer theory, geography,
material culture studies, critical race theory, spirituality, Indigenous Studies,
decoloniality/decolonialism, and emerging ideas of what it means to be human in a world
increasingly dependent on and integrated with digital media. In the current context where the
purpose and value of the artist's work has been questioned and subverted, it is essential that
every artist articulate their practice, delineate the social and cultural parameters in which their
work takes place, and critically address the various questions raised by their practice.

Dialogue and the Advising Relationship
To engage in dialogue is one of the simplest ways we can begin as teachers, scholar, and critical thinkers
to cross boundaries, the barriers that may or may not be erected by race, gender, class, professional
standing, and a host of other differences.
—bell hooks
(hooks, Teaching to Transgress: Education as the Practice of Freedom 130)
Central to teaching and learning in Goddard’s MFAIA Program is the practice of dialogue.
Based, in part, on the understanding that knowledge(s) are relational, elastic, and part of
ongoing processes of change and growth, all students are expected to engage their own
knowledge and assumptions respectfully in active dialogue with faculty, peers, staff, and
members of the larger community. In his article, “What Progressive Education Means at
Goddard,” longtime faculty member and Goddard historian Wilfred Hamlin says that “the
activities of learning become truly educational when they are symbiotic, consensual,
cooperative, communal, part of responsible membership in culture.” (Hamlin 3) For this process

© Goddard College Corporation
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to be successful, it is essential that students participate fully in the process, taking responsibility
for their learning and engagement in each exchange.
The dialogic process is at the heart of the relationship between students, advisors and fellow
advisees. While all faculty advisors share this philosophy, individual advisors will have their
own approach to dialogue. As students work with different faculty, they can expect the content
and the form of the advising relationship to shift, as each pairing enables alternative
perspectives and backgrounds in the co-learning process. The primary mode of dialogue occurs
between students and their advisors, as described in the Graduate Student Handbook. In the
MFAIA, the packet can be comprised of reflective essays, video documentation of creative
work, journal entries, sketches, etc. Responses from advisors may take the form of written
letters, video chat or phone calls, and occasionally in-person meetings when geographic
proximity allows.
It is important for students to keep in mind that in addition to every individual advising
relationship, faculty advisors work closely with other advisees and have a variety of academic,
professional, and creative responsibilities. Outside of regular packet dialogue, faculty members
are available to answer periodic questions and clarify responses via email and, at their
discretion, other means. All members of the community are asked to remain aware of
reasonable limits whenever extending work beyond the packet framework.

Group Studies
Group Studies support students’ engagement with the work of the program in a collaborative
or group context. These learning opportunities provide a supportive, social space for students
to reflect critically on and advance their individualized learning. Group Studies are designed in
relation to aspect(s) of the five degree criteria. Some group studies emphasize process and
personal practice whereas others emphasize particular areas of inquiry or critical theory.
Group studies often begin with a meeting(s) or workshop(s) at residency. Some groups meet
informally over a meal; others begin with a more formal workshop or seminar which introduces
the topic to the community. In some cases students are invited to participate in co-constructing
the curriculum.
Generally each group study will have a web presence where readings, resources and scheduled
meeting times are listed. After residency, the work of group studies will include video chat or
phone meetings, with work sharing based on the readings, resources, and prompts provided.
Additionally many group studies will have some type of online discussion board where
students can share their work, respond to questions or prompts posed by group study leaders
and/or more informally discuss readings and resources. Besides the online model, some group
studies many also meet periodically for live interaction in a location accessible to many
students.

© Goddard College Corporation
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Guidelines for Participation
Participation in group studies is voluntary, except for students enrolled in a concentration (see
section on Concentration requirements). The concentrations will require students to participate
in at least two concentration-related group studies over the course of the program.
The work of the group study should be integrated into the student’s study plan and work for
the group study included in student packets and evaluations. Students can participate in more
than one group study during a semester; however, the study plan needs to provide evidence of
how participating in multiple group studies is to be documented in the student’s packet. Work
completed in group studies should be shared with the student’s primary advisor.

Annotations
Final portfolios must include a set of bibliographic annotations that reflect the critical inquiry
undertaken. Students are strongly encouraged to write bibliographic annotations each semester
and to keep a current file of all the annotations they develop in the program. Students enrolled
in concentrations are required to meet the minimum number of concentration-related
annotations (see Concentrations). These annotations are meant as an ongoing support of the
learning process. Annotations are most often written in relation to reading a book, however
given the interdisciplinary nature of the MFAIA program, annotations in portfolios often cite a
range of cultural materials including films, performances, installations, and gallery exhibitions.
A basic bibliographic annotation consists of a citation in a standard bibliographic format
followed by 2-3 sentences that provide:
•

A descriptive overview of the work being reviewed;

•

An analysis that expresses a critical reading of the work; and/or

•

A reference to how the work is relevant to one’s practice and line of inquiry.

In addition to bibliographic annotations, students should plan to write in more depth about
their reading and resources in their packets. Such writing can also be useful in developing
critical thinking and writing skills.

Advisor Assignments
Students may not work with the same advisor for more than two semesters during their studies.
New students are pre-assigned an advisor by the Program Director. Returning students are
given the opportunity to express preference regarding their advisor for the coming semester by
submitting an Advisor Preference Form in electronic form on-line in advance of the residency.
For preferences to be considered, students must indicate multiple choices. While student
preferences are always carefully taken into consideration, there is no guarantee that students
will be assigned to work with their first choice. Students who do not submit an Advisor
Preference Form at the time these forms are due will be assigned an advisor by the Program
Director.
© Goddard College Corporation
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DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
Overview
To earn the MFA in Interdisciplinary Arts degree, students must successfully fulfill the
requirements for a graduate degree at Goddard College, refer to the Graduate Student
Handbook and the sections on Principles of Graduate Study and Successful Program
Completion), as well as the requirements of the MFA in Interdisciplinary Arts Program as
detailed in this handbook addendum.
MFAIA students are required to enroll for a minimum of five successfully completed semesters;
students may take additional semesters to complete the degree requirements. Upon successful
completion of degree requirements, the student is awarded 60 semester hours of credits. The
MFA is widely recognized as a terminal degree.
After completion of the degree requirements, the artist can understand and articulate their work
within larger historical, theoretical and cultural contexts; has new means of interacting with
society and community; and has advanced their expressive, technical and aesthetic skills to new
levels of quality. The MFAIA graduate can hold various positions of practice in the art world,
including art production, teaching, curating, art criticism, and writing.
Degree Requirements, detailed in this handbook addendum, include successful engagement
with the following:
•

Fulfillment of the Degree Criteria

•

Residency

•

Progress Report

•

Practicum and Practicum Report

•

Sharing Work at Residency

•

Culminating Portfolio

•

Graduating Presentation

Degree Criteria
Throughout their course of study, MFAIA students are expected to deeply engage with the
following degree criteria, working toward a full and sustained demonstration of them by
graduation.

Personal Practice
Students will articulate, discuss, and demonstrate a personal practice that includes evidence of
sustained inquiry; a critical understanding of the traditions in or against which they are
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working; an embodied understanding of the techniques, strategies and languages that enable
their art practice; and the capacity to contribute to the advancement of their fields.

Engagement with Praxis/Integration of Theory in Action
Students will reflect an understanding of the nature of praxis, the ways that ideas can be
enacted and embodied through action, as well as how art practice is advanced through its
relationship with theory. There should be clear evidence of the integration of a personal theory
of art into a student’s practice as well as an engagement with other theories of art.

Rigorous Exploration within the Context of One’s Art Practice
The process of experimentation can deepen experience, expand knowledge and strengthen
practice. By documenting processes of active exploration, assessing outcomes in relationship to
intentions, and applying new learning into subsequent experiments, students will demonstrate
how they have actively investigated artistic, intellectual, cultural, social and/or political
contexts, questions, forms, or media that inform and/or enable their work.

Ethical Engagement and Thoughtful Action
Contemporary art practitioners are engaged with the world in many ways, situating themselves
in relationship to others through a range of modalities, aesthetics and situations. Students will
demonstrate their understanding of how contemporary art practices have grown beyond
established sites of artistic discourse, presentation, and performance, and document how their
own practice is engaged reflectively and critically with the world.

Understanding the Concept of Interdisciplinary Art
All students will be able to articulate an understanding of interdisciplinary art practice. In
documenting their personal practice, students will demonstrate a full understanding of the
general disciplinary and interdisciplinary contexts in which their work is located as well as an
understanding of the political and institutional implications of disciplinary structures.

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of the degree criteria and requirements, students will have demonstrated
their abilities to:
• Generate a sustained artistic practice and articulate the processes and craft of their
work. As demonstrated by:
•

a body of work emerging from sustained inquiry; evidence of transformation
of practice during time in program; reflection on integration of new learning;
creative risk-taking
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•

Locate their work within social/political/historical context and audiences. As
demonstrated by:
•

•

Question their disciplinary assumptions. As demonstrated by:
•

•

evidence of artistic experimentation, multi-faceted approach to “research,”,
packet responses, engaging with feedback from work in progress showings
(at residencies)

Demonstrate ethical engagement. As demonstrated by:
•

•

participation in public dialogues; projects, collaborations with other
organizations/institutions within and beyond the arts, within and beyond the
academy; critical writing (essays, reviews, or other forms)

Approach problems with curiosity and from a variety of perspectives. As
demonstrated by:
•

•

critical analysis of relevant theoretical, historical and formal languages,
frameworks and/or lineages; annotated bibliography, essays, presentations,
artist statement, that elucidate interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary
frameworks

Engage critically with ideas and contemporary discourses. As demonstrated by:
•

•

project proposals reflecting consideration of audience/context;
documentation of feedback, reviews of work

statement of personal ethics, reflective essay on ethical principles, and
following the College IRB process when appropriate

Create a public presence as an artist. As demonstrated by:
•

evidence of public presentations, exhibitions, publications, published reviews

RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT
Students enrolled in the MFAIA program must attend the residency that begins each semester
(refer to the Graduate Student Handbook for details). Residencies are an essential part of the
academic experience of the program. Active participation in events, workshops and
opportunities, as well as regular engagement with faculty and peers is vital to a successful
residency and is expected of each community member. Students have the option of attending
either the Plainfield, VT residency or the Port Townsend, WA residency. Students decide at the
time of admittance which residency option they choose. Transfer between the two residency
options is not typically permitted. In exceptional circumstances, students may petition the
Program Director for transfer.
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PROGRESS REPORT
By the end of the G2 semester, students are required to submit a Progress Report. The progress
report includes an artist statement, presentation of work, contextualization of practice, and
annotated bibliography. The student summarizes their work in their first two semesters and
explains how, in their view, these activities relate to their progress in the program. This report
informs a conversation between the student and their G2 and G3 advisors regarding the
student’s engagement with the degree criteria at the mid-point in their studies. Its goal is to
provide students with an opportunity to engage in critical reflection, prepare for the portfolio
semester, support professional practice, and determine which areas, if any, might need focused
attention. The progress report must be submitted to the student’s Storage Site on the MFAIA
web site as a PDF to successfully complete the G2 semester. In addition to engaging in dialogue
about the report in the packet process, the G2 advisor will comment on this report in the end of
semester evaluation. Based upon this assessment, the G3 advisor will work with the student to
plan the coming semesters accordingly. The Program Director may review the progress report
at the request of either the student or the student’s advisor.

Contents
In developing both the presentation and contextualization of practice, students are asked to
engage with the degree criteria. Students are encouraged to use the initial draft as a starting
point to discuss questions or concerns about the meaning of the MFAIA degree criteria with
their advisor. Contents of the G2 Progress Report include:

1. Artist's Statement (1 page)
2. Presentation of Practice
The form of the presentation is up to the student, and may include combinations of
forms and communicative tools. Students are encouraged to explore, in consultation
with their advisor, what might be strong aesthetic choices to present and communicate
their art practice. Such choices might include still images, video, audio, creative writing,
expository writing, and interactive modalities. Students are asked to be sure to also
provide basic information about work samples including title, media, scale, date of
completion, and so on.

3. Contextualization of Practice (Critical Reflection)
Critical reflection, usually in the form of a personal essay, that demonstrates how a
student is engaging with theories of art as well as contemporary critical practices and
discourses that inform their work. For those enrolled in concentrations, specific
requirements for this essay are stipulated in the concentration requirements. Other
potential formats include, case studies, curatorial essay, grant reports, etc. It is also
possible for students to combine this essay with their presentation of work.
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Suggested length is four to seven pages.

Guiding Questions for Critical Reflection
•

How do you understand your work as engaged with praxis? In what ways have you
developed strategies for integrating theory and practice? How does your work “live
in the world”?

•

Who are other artists, thinkers, activists and scholars, artistic movements or fields of
knowledge with whom you most closely identify, or whose work you connect with?
How does this exploration inform, intersect, or otherwise engage your art practice?

•

How has the exploration of these diverse artists’ work influenced your
understanding of the concept of interdisciplinary art?

•

How do you see your work within the context of the cultural, social, and political
framework in which we live? How do you think about your personal responsibility
as an artist? How do you understand the impact of your practice on your community
and beyond?

•

How do you envision continuing your explorations in the coming year? Are there
particular gaps in your knowledge or understanding that you will be addressing?
What are your goals for both creative and intellectual terrain? How do you plan to
achieve these goals? How will you assess the success of your learning in these areas?

4. Annotated Bibliography (including 10-20 key resources utilized in G1/G2
studies)
Timeline
A draft of the entire report, should be submitted to the G2 advisor at the packet four due date.
The advisor will provide feedback and advice in their packet four response. The complete,
revised Progress Report is due to the G2 advisor at the packet five due date. The final report
should also be uploaded to the Student Storage Site on the MFAIA program site as a PDF. PDF
file size should not exceed 200MB.

PRACTICUM AND PRACTICUM REPORT
As a terminal degree, a MFA requires a deep familiarity with contemporary and historical art
practices, and the practicum offers a means for exploring new forms of practice. At its inception,
in the post-war period, the MFA degree was established to develop a professorate for the newly
canonized study of art and design. While it continues to fulfill this aim, Goddard's MFAIA
program believes that there are additional applications for this degree outside of the academy.
Inspired by a range of contemporary art practices -- including, but not limited to, communityengaged work, environmental art, and new genre art -- the practicum allows students to explore
new vocational and avocational possibilities. While it allows flexibility in exploring both new
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and traditional ways of applying skills in the world, it is not intended to reproduce traditional
ways that artists present their work to an audience, such as installing work in a public place as a
sole creator (a solo show) or designing and installing a mural without significant community
collaboration (such as a commissioned piece of public art). Rather, the practicum requirement is
an opportunity for students to consider how to engage knowledge, skills, vision and
perspective with new individuals, communities, or collaborative initiatives, and, in the process,
enhance and expand their own perspective.

Developing the Practicum Proposal
Students are encouraged to work closely with their faculty advisor in the preparation of the
practicum proposal. Students with the most successful practicum experiences have worked
hard to integrate the practicum with their educational goals and have not treated it simply as a
requirement to be fulfilled. Given the individual nature of the Goddard approach, the
practicum should grow from previous experience and serve to enhance the student’s emerging
art practice. Because of this, there is no template for a successful practicum, and one approach,
perfectly appropriate for one student, may not work for another. For example, a student with an
established community-based practice might choose to undertake a close collaboration with one
other person. A student who regularly engages in such collaborations would ideally pursue a
different kind of practicum. Similarly, students with an established teaching practice would not
receive approval for teaching a college class, but students who aspire to a teaching career and
who have no previous teaching experience could develop a teaching practicum.
While students are encouraged to stretch themselves, and approach the practicum in the spirit
of innovation, the practicum is not designed to require engagement with specific practices or
content areas. The proposal should resonate with other facets of the student’s individual
practice and serve to explore and deepen existing educational goals.
Typically, students have pursued work in the following areas:
•

Teaching -- in academic or community settings, with traditional or historically excluded
groups.

•

Curating works of contemporary art -- engaging in a range of curatorial roles, including
thematically framing the work, organizing the artists in an inclusive manner, writing
about the work and insuring community engagement.

•

Collaborative practice -- within a range of intimate works or large-scale community
collaborations.

•

Activism -- applying skills as an artist to a social or cultural movement or interrogating
the status quo through their project(s).

•

Working as a public intellectual -- including artistic and intellectual work that invites
communities into a new critical engagement within the context of contemporary issues
and problematics.
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•

Community-engaged practice -- work that develops long-term, sustainable initiatives
that engage groups in artistic practice, creative research and expression, or exploration
of personal experience though artistic means.

In preparing a practicum proposal, students are encouraged to think creatively about charting
new intellectual and artistic terrain and not limit themselves to the above categories.
Students must prepare a practicum proposal and submit it with the Term Study Plan for the
semester in which the practicum will be done. Both the student and the faculty advisor must
approve the proposal. Advisors may require a second reader of a practicum plan, typically
another faculty member who has expertise in the content area of the proposal. Communitybased projects and research involving human subjects will most likely require reading and
approval of a second advisor. All students should be aware that, when seeking to enter new
communities through the practicum, significant research might be necessary in the
development of the proposal, and additional attention must be paid to ethics, informed consent
procedures, and permission processes.
Careful planning is important for the success of the practicum; therefore, students are advised
to develop the proposal in the semester preceding the one in which they plan to carry out the
work and should bring a preliminary proposal to the residency in which they will submit the
practicum Study Plan. In cases where students are unable to complete their practicum proposal
at a residency, they may include it with their first packet. If it is not completed by packet one,
students will not be able to complete the practicum that semester. Guidelines for the proposal
are listed below.
Typically, students complete the practicum during semester three of the program, but students
can undertake it during any of their first four semesters. In most cases, the practicum constitutes
a portion of the semester, along with other parts of a study plan. If a practicum is not completed
within a single semester, students should be prepared to work with their new advisor in the
second semester to complete the work. If the project is to be initiated during a summer or
winter break, students must submit a practicum proposal, approved by their advisor and
granted special permission from the Program Director, to the Registrar’s Office before the end
of the semester preceding the work. No retroactive permission will be granted. In such cases
where students are undertaking work during a break, the proposal must document significant
community supervision of the work.

Proposal Guidelines
The practicum proposal should be no more than eight pages and must address the following
questions:
1. What is the project? Describe it and give a title. Include information about the timeline,
context and intended outcomes of the work. It might be helpful to think of this in the
frame of the old journalistic creed, "who, what, where, when, how."
2. Who are you, in relation to this project? Why are you undertaking it and how does it fit
into the trajectory of your practice as an artist? What is the benefit to you of this work?
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3. Who else is implicated in the work you propose? How have they been engaged in the
project's planning? How will they be involved with decision-making as the project
proceeds? What is the benefit of this project to your collaborators? To what communities
are you accountable?
4. How do you plan on developing your relationship with the community in which you
will be working and how will you elicit an invitation into the community to do this
work? What previous experience do you have with this community either experientially
or intellectually? What barriers might exist between your experience and the experience
of your collaborators? How might age, race, gender, class, or unequal access to power
inform or affect the work? Have you been invited into the community in which you
propose to work or are you inserting yourself into it? If you are entering a community
without an explicit invitation, how will you develop the relationships necessary to
complete the work and to know the community's existing assets and needs?
5. What ethical concerns might be raised by your work? Ethical concerns may include
(among other things) questions about ownership of the work produced; potential
physical, emotional, political, and social risk to collaborators; appropriation of
community ideas or experience by the artist; or potential misrepresentation of
individuals or the community. If a serious ethical concern about the safety of
participants is anticipated as a possibility by an advisor, the advisor will require that the
project be reviewed through Goddard College's Internal Review Board. Students who
choose to do community-based work are required read the “Research/Projects Involving
Human Participants” (On GNet: https://sites.google.com/a/goddard.edu/gnet2017/academic-center/irb-information). Consideration should also be given to the
potential need for Informed Consent Agreements. Consult the guidelines and examples
provided by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) relating to Informed Consent to
determine how best to tailor a set of agreements to suit your project’s specificities.
The Indigenous and Decolonial Art concentration (at the Washington instructional
site) challenges the biomedical model relative to research and risk will be
undertaken by the faculty and students participating in the concentration. The
reevaluation of the conventional IRB process will be approached as a way to think
through non-medical research, particularly in art and research-creation. The
concentration acknowledges the extensive work done by a multitude of Indigenous
communities relative to protocols, methodologies and principles for conducting
research and research-creation/arts-based inquiry.
6. How will you document this project? Include your thoughts about tracking the
progress of your project and documenting the process as well as any products that may
result.
7. How will you evaluate the success of your project? Who from the community will be
involved in this evaluation?
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The Practicum Report: Documentation and Reflection
A portion of the learning involved in the practicum is the regular engagement with
documentation, reflection, and analysis of the project. It is expected that the student will discuss
the progress of the practicum project with their advisor within semester packet exchanges.
The success of the practicum resides, in part, in the ability of the student to articulate the nature
of the project and to understand the issues involved in its actualization. After the practicum,
students are required to submit a Practicum Report to their advisor. This report includes
substantive documentation of the process and outcomes as well as critical reflection about the
goals, results, achievements, and learning associated with the project. The report should be
succinct, typically 8-10 pages, though no more than 20 pages.
The Practicum Report, to be completed after the project, will include:

Project Overview
A general description of the intention, initial goals, process, and results of the project.

Documentation
Provide relevant materials documenting the project’s process and results. Examples of
possible documentation include written description, photographs, video, brief journal
excerpts, participant and sponsor comments, materials produced during the project, press
coverage etc.

Evaluation
Considered in relation to the project’s originally stated goals and subsequent developments,
evaluation is expected to include feedback from community collaborators, participants and
others who have been impacted by the project, as well as student interpretation of
information received. Examples of evaluation materials include written evaluation forms,
questionnaires, acknowledgements, follow-up letters, or unsolicited comments from
collaborators, participants, or sponsors, demographic information, etc.

Critical Reflection
Assessment of what was learned through the practicum experience, including identification
of and critical engagement with issues involved in or arising from the project; and analysis
of how the student sees the project will affect their practice, either by enhancing it or by
helping better understand the contexts of the work they aspire to do.

Permissions and Human Subjects Review
If the project included research using human subjects and was required to use informed
consent agreements, or the student engaged the College’s Institutional Review process,
those completed forms, and permissions should be included in this report.
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Submission Guidelines
Once the practicum report is completed it will be uploaded as a PDF, file size not to exceed
200MB, to the Student Storage Sites on the MFAIA program site. Both the student and the
advisor will evaluate the practicum experience in their respective end-of-semester reports. The
advisor evaluation will indicate whether the practicum requirement, including the Practicum
Report, was successfully completed. The practicum requirement must be successfully
completed prior to entering the portfolio semester.
In the event that a student finishes the work of the practicum in one semester, but doesn’t have
time to finish the Practicum Report, the student’s draft of the report with the advisor’s
recommendations for revision will be temporarily uploaded onto the Student Storage Site and
made available to the next semester advisor. The student will be asked to submit a completed
Practicum Report as part of the first packet of the following semester. Once finalized and
approved by the current advisor, the finalized Practicum Report can be uploaded to the Student
Storage Site to replace the draft document.

SHARING WORK AT RESIDENCY
Goddard students bring their varied backgrounds and experiences to the residency and are
encouraged to share their knowledge and expertise with other students. In the spirit of
Goddard’s dialogic learning process, students are required to share creative, research or other
work directly related to their practice with the community members at the residency at least
once after their G1 semester and prior to the graduating residency. This is an opportunity to
fully engage the Goddard community in a teaching/learning moment, receive feedback, and
strengthen presentation skills. Students are encouraged to use existing forums for sharing work
or the invention of new methods for presenting their creative work at residency.
The MFAIA program acknowledges the diversity of forms in which students are engaged and
thus supports the idea that it is important to cultivate a variety of presentation formats during
each residency. Some students may feel ready to present work in their G2 semester while others
may want to wait until later in their studies.
Presenting creative work during a residency should be something students are excited to do
and will inspire students’ involvement in a variety of ways. Residency presentations are not
limited to showing only polished work. Students are encouraged to present elements of their
creative practice and have the opportunity to seek advice and feedback from their peers.
Furthermore, student presentations are good occasions for the MFAIA community to engage in
discourse about the philosophy of art, social issues, and to build new knowledge together.
Residencies are a special opportunity to build understanding across and between practices.
Several means exist for the presentation of work. Refer to the residency schedule for each
semester’s specific opportunities. Some examples include:
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•

Considered Space—An opportunity to be fully considered as a developing artist, in a
reflexive space; an opportunity to show works in progress and invite feedback from
peers.

•

Student-Led Workshops—Scheduled workshops and presentations created by a student
usually related to the residency theme.

•

Student Exhibitions—Group display, exhibition, installation, and performance of works
in and around campus.

Additionally, there are other possibilities for student-led initiatives. To ignite imagination,
students may consider the following examples:
•

Peer Learning Communities – Interdisciplinary groups of 8-10 students meet for two
hours over the course of three afternoons. Each student has a certain set amount of time
to present work and receive feedback. Details related to presentation and feedback styles
would be decided upon together by the group.

•

Panel Presentations – Interdisciplinary groups of 3-5 students consecutively present
their work. For students looking to develop concise presentation skills this format may
be ideal.

•

On-campus Installations and Performances – While installation and performance space
may be limited during the winter residencies, Goddard’s two residency sites afford
many opportunities for installing work and performing during the summer. If students
are interested in using an alternative venue, they should contact the Program Director or
Academic Affairs Coordinator.

•

Poster Sessions – In the sciences, students often document their work in the form of
posters. This forum would likely work well to present documentation related to
practicum projects.

•

Integrated Workshops – Consider possibilities such as a pre-breakfast land-art
workshop, an early morning writing group, a lunchtime round table, a coffee house
open microphone. Ideas like these and others are welcome.

While students are encouraged to submit residency workshop proposals, residency schedules
are often filled to capacity and student proposed workshops are not guaranteed to be accepted.
If a proposal is not accepted for the current residency, students are encouraged to submit for the
next one.

Guidelines for Exhibiting Art Work
The College welcomes exhibition of student artwork during residencies, and appreciates these
expressions of creativity. To care for the work and for the spaces used by all community
members, read and abide by the following agreements:
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•

Graduating and returning students are required to indicate on the appropriate
presentation request forms the needs and preferences of the exhibition, if the
presentation involves the exhibition of artwork.

•

Preserve the walls. Use the moldings for hanging paintings and other framed 2D work,
use adhesive putty or masking tape for hanging light paper works. Do not use nails or
tacks in the wall. Supplies for hanging works can be found at the College’s Help Desk
(Plainfield) or Resource Desk (Port Townsend).

•

There will be set-up and take-down times specified in the residency schedule. Students
are responsible for collecting their work at the close of the exhibition time, and cleaning
up the area of the exhibition. Do not leave artwork and messes behind for others to deal
with.

Note: The College is not responsible for loss or damage to artwork/exhibition materials.

MFAIA CONCENTRATIONS
The MFAIA offers two concentration options, each of which is site-based. The concentration in
Performance Creation is available to students enrolled at the Vermont instructional site, and the
concentration in Indigenous and Decolonial Art is available to students enrolled at the
Washington instructional site. Newly enrolled students and students entering their G2 semester
who wish to enroll in the concentration must do so when they register for the semester or before
submitting the G2 study plan during the residency. Students who transfer sites mid-way
through the degree program will need to forego the concentration and complete the degree in
the Interdisciplinary track. The concentration requirements are detailed in the following
sections.

Performance Creation Concentration
Overview
The MFAIA Performance Creation Concentration is designed to provide a dynamic,
collaborative learning context that blurs lines between authored, collaborative, and interpretive
models of performance. The concentration serves students who have an established or
emerging performance practice in the areas of theater (directing, acting, writing), dance
(choreography, dance, movement), music and sound (performance, composition, installation),
spoken word and other oral forms, hybrid performance practices, digital performance and the
intersection of performance and technology (including filmmaking). Students who successfully
complete the concentration will receive a concentration notation on their final transcript.

Concentration Requirements and Schedule
In addition to or as a means of fulfilling the existing MFAIA degree requirements, the
concentration requires to the following:
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Students must complete the concentration requirements over a minimum of four
semesters in the MFAIA program. Students must enroll in the concentration before they
submit their G2 study plan.

•

In each semester, concentrators must make adequate progress in meeting the
concentration requirements, as determined by and in consultation with their advisor and
the concentration Lead Faculty.
•

A concentrator, with permission of their advisor and the concentration Lead
Faculty, may adjust the concentration requirements to fit specific learning needs.

•

If a student fails to make adequate progress in any semester, the concentration
lead faculty member will review the student’s status and, in consultation with
the Program Director and the student’s advisor, may withdraw the student from
the concentration.

•

Each semester, concentrators are expected to build significant creative work, through
direct production, experimental explorations, and research. New creative works should
be developed with an eye toward articulating the social and theoretical context of the
work as well as understanding the art historical context(s) through which the work will
be viewed.

•

Over four or five semesters, concentrators must develop 45-50 short critical reflection
papers in dialogue with their resources, which can include books, articles, films,
workshops, live performances, other artworks related to their research, and/or
interviews with established practitioners.

•

•

•

Short critical reflection papers should begin with a bibliographic citation and a
three-line annotation, followed by 2-3 pages of critical writing about the
resource.

•

Concentrators should plan to develop 9-12 short critical reflection papers each
semester.

Concentrators must develop three critical essays (including two 5-page essays and one
20-page essay) which critically explore the context of their practice.
•

Concentrators are encouraged to develop their five-page papers in their first
semester and/or second semester enrolled in the concentration, and to develop
their 20-page paper over the course of their G3 and G4 semesters.

•

The schedule for developing these papers can be adjusted in dialogue with one’s
advisor.

As a means of completing the MFAIA portfolio requirement, concentrators must prepare
a thesis that includes:
a. Documentation of at least one fully realized performance developed while
enrolled in the concentration
b. Two critical essays
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c. Twenty annotations of the most significant resources used in their graduate
study (an annotation includes bibliographic citation and three lines that critically
engage with the resource)
d. A process essay that contextualizes their graduate study in relation to their art
practice.
e. In their G3 semester at packet three concentrators must submit a thesis proposal
to their G3 advisor.
§

The thesis proposal should be 1-2 pages in length and outline the creative
and critical work to be pursued in G4 and G5 that will be at the center of
their final thesis.

§

Elements of a concentrator’s thesis should be developed over both the G4
and G5 semester.

§

Advisors will respond to the proposal and concentrators will include
their proposal, including adjustments that emerge from the dialogue with
their advisors, in their G4 study plan.

•

Concentrators must participate in at least two performance related group studies over
the four-semester period.

•

Concentrators must participate in a residency performance related workshop each
semester. A short critical response paper (with annotation) of this workshop should be
included with the first packet of the semester.

•

Concentrators must complete an MFAIA practicum, and are recommended to undertake
the practicum in a way that advances their performance practice in new ways.
Concentrators are encouraged to undertake the practicum in their G3 semester, but it
can be undertaken in the G2 or G4 semester in consultation with one’s advisor.

•

Concentrators must demonstrate significant engagement with artworks, performance,
and theory beyond one’s existing cultural experience.

•

o

Students are expected to either focus one of their critical papers on an
investigation of performance work beyond their existing cultural context or
develop a body of work in a critical and ethically engaged dialogue with
performance practices outside their existing cultural experience.

o

Student research and annotations should also reflect significant engagement with
performance work, cultural competency, and cultural theory.

Concentrators must document their progress with the concentration requirements in
their end-of-the-semester self-evaluations, documenting the scope of their creative
works, their research, how many short critical papers they completed, and their progress
with other critical writing. Concentrators should include their thesis proposal in their G3
self-evaluation.
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Indigenous and Decolonial Art Concentration
Overview
The MFAIA Indigenous and Decolonial Art concentration emerged in response to the most
recent resurgence in North America of Indigenous sovereignty and anti-colonial resistance
movements that can be traced back to activism led by Indigenous communities since the onset
of settler colonialism. Goddard College joins the growing academic fields in Indigenous and
Native American studies, of which the Native American and Indigenous Studies Association
(NAISA) has been at the forefront since the first annual meeting in 2007. The call to decolonize –
not in the metaphoric sense, but in the political, geographical, and spiritual sense – has made a
palpable impact on higher education.
The MFAIA program’s new concentration in Indigenous and Decolonial Art contributes to the
growth of Indigenous studies, anti-, post- and de-colonialism. Initially inspired by Idle No
More, recognized as the largest mass movement in Canada, and the #NoDAPL movement
begun with the Oceti Sakowin Camp at Standing Rock, the IDA concentration prepares future
generations of artists, activists, and scholars to contribute to these movements from within
(colonial) academia and beyond, with understanding of the complexities of finding common
ground between what can sometimes appear opposing strategies — the move to indigenize
institutions of learning, and of decolonizing strategies. Goddard’s MFAIA program is learning
from efforts to indigenize the academy, as described by Niigaanwewidam (James) Sinclair in his
TEDxUManitoba, 2016, “What Does an Indigenous University Look Like?” Goddard
understands that decolonizing higher education ultimately means “the end of higher education
as we know it,” as Sharon Stein asserted in her article, “So you want to decolonize higher
education? Necessary conversations for non-Indigenous people” (2017).
The resurgence of indigeneity has generated both institutional critiques of the colonial roots of
Western culture, and new art forms grounded in Indigenous sovereignty. The Indigenous and
Decolonial Art Concentration, offered in Goddard’s low-residency MFA in Interdisciplinary
Arts Program (Washington site), is one of the first academic initiatives in the United States
designed to bring together Indigenous, settler and forcibly displaced non-Indigenous artists
expressly to expand practices of Indigenous resurgence and solidarity practices.
The Indigenous and Decolonial Art Concentration fosters an interdisciplinary, multi-ethnic
learning environment that supports Indigenous students to create indigenous-centered learning
experiences, settler and forcibly displaced non-Indigenous students to develop decolonial
solidarity strategies.
Students in the concentration may seek to deepen the traditional practices grounded in their
cultures, explore the many and complex ways that living traditions intersect with contemporary
art practices, and/or hone their craft for fine art markets and/or other audiences. The range of
practices supported by the concentration includes (but is not limited to) Indigenous
photography, visual sovereignty, dance sovereignty, Indigenous performance, decolonial
activist intervention, public art, etc.
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Cohorts enrolled in this concentration will participate in collaborative learning opportunities,
which may take the form of webinar-style group studies and field trips to museums and other
tribal centers in the region.

Concentration Requirements
In engaging with the general MFAIA degree requirements, students pursuing the Indigenous
and Decolonial Art Concentration will:
●

Enroll in the MFAIA concentration for a minimum of four semesters.

●

Participate in at least two collaborative learning opportunities (co-learning or other
group studies) and a sequence of residency workshops.

●

As the means of fulfilling the MFAIA portfolio requirement, concentrators must prepare
a document that includes evidence of a significant body of creative work developed over
a student’s time in the program; at least two extensive pieces of critical writing; and a
minimum of 20 annotations of the most significant resources used in one’s graduate
study.

Advising
All MFAIA faculty advisors are available to work with students enrolled in the concentration.
On a rotating basis, several faculty advisors are designated as concentration faculty advisors.
Concentration faculty advisors are expected to have a thorough understanding of the
concentration and its requirements.
Concentration faculty advisors will be announced each semester prior to the advisor selection
process. Student-advisor pairing assignments are made by the Program Director in consultation
with the concentration Lead Faculty. Students will work with concentration faculty advisors for
at least two of their four semesters in the concentration.

Group Studies
Students enrolled in a concentration are expected to participate in at least two group studies
over a four-semester period.
For students enrolled in the Performance Creation concentration, one group study must be
focused on the concentration while the other is focused on the context of performance creation,
including the cross-cultural, theoretical, and/or social contexts of performance. Group studies
may be offered specifically through the concentration or as an MFAIA program offering.
Students interested in a group study that is not specifically identified as a concentration offering
should consult with the concentration’s Lead Faculty and their advisor to insure that the group
study meets the requirement of the concentration.
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AREAS OF INQUIRY, COURSE EQUIVALENTS, TRANSCRIPTS
Areas of Inquiry
All students are encouraged to utilize the areas of inquiry section as a means of outlining and
framing their unique course of study. It is recommended that areas of inquiry be named
intentionally to accurately reflect in terms that can be well understood by a wide range of
readers the work and the interdisciplinary context in which it was undertaken. This provides
outside readers with both a quick overview of the primary subject areas that make up the
course of study, as well as the detailed narrative description of the work undertaken within
those areas.

Course Equivalents
In some instances, students need to document their learning in the form of “course
equivalents”. Some institutions require transcripts that demonstrate how areas of study
undertaken at Goddard College translate to courses offered in other institutions of higher
education.
The process for requesting course equivalents is as follows:
•

Students can make a request to the Program Director in their first semester or in their
final semester. The request for course equivalents must be submitted to the Program
Director no later than packet 4 of the first semester in which course equivalents are to be
documented. If the student is requesting them in the final semester, the request must be
submitted to the Program Director at the residency.

•

Requests to set up course equivalents in SIS need to be submitted once during the
degree; upon approval in the first semester, students will create equivalents throughout
the remainder of their course work.

•

After the Program Director approves the course equivalent request, an area on the SIS
final evaluation form will become available to the student and advisor to add the course
equivalent descriptions. The student will then submit their proposed equivalents via SIS
semester by semester at the same time they complete their self-evaluation. Proposed
equivalents are subject to faculty advisor approval at the end of the semester during the
faculty evaluation process.

•

When writing course equivalents, “course descriptions” must be drawn directly from
the interdisciplinary areas of inquiry accomplished as outlined in the final evaluation.
The descriptions will outline the areas of inquiry investigated and the proposed credit
hour course equivalencies.

•

Students developing course equivalents in their final semester should work with their
final semester faculty advisor to ensure that the course equivalents align with the
portfolio and final self-evaluation. Students are required to submit course equivalents to
their final semester advisor by Packet 4. If necessary, after Packet 4, the final semester
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advisor or the Program Director can request approvals from prior advisors. In the case
where the work of a course equivalent extends over more than one semester, final
semester advisor may request approvals from previous advisors or consult the Program
Director to moderate differences in advisors’ evaluations.
Once course equivalents have been created, they become a part of the student’s permanent
record and, as the transcript is definitive, course equivalents CANNOT be altered, added, or
deleted after graduation.

Guidelines for Developing Course Equivalents and Areas of Study
MFAIA students can develop course equivalents totaling 60 semesters for the whole degree (12
credits per semester; credits are granted holistically at the end of the degree).
1. Use a clear title (e.g., Performance Studies) with a descriptive subtitle (Performance
Studies: Musical Theater for Social Change).
2. Use common titling language to situate the learning in the context of a degree (e.g.,
Graduate Studio in Social Practice, Socially-engaged Dance, etc.).
3. Craft a short description that addresses the content covered, representative
texts/primary resources, and work produced
a. Course descriptions from catalogs of other colleges can serve as good references
but course equivalent descriptions must be a true, accurate, and proportional (in
terms of credit) description of the actual work completed by the student. Do not
"borrow" descriptions from course catalogs.
b. Don't write yourself into a corner; i.e., don't write equivalents with one graduate
program in mind. You will request your transcripts for a variety of reasons and
equivalents should be a precise reflection of (the fabulous) work you completed.
c. Avoid using the first person in course equivalent descriptions. Also do not insert
pseudo department abbreviations or course numbers (e.g., ENG 303).
4. Once all approvals have been obtained, send the approved equivalents (in Word or
Google docs) and the advisor's approval via email to Registrar@goddard.edu. The
information will enter the information into SIS.

Sample Course Equivalent:
Decolonial Visual Strategies explores the intersection of concepts such as visual sovereignty;
visual studies and critically engages with these concepts through contemporary painting
practices. A body of art was created entitled “Future Indians”. A critical essay was
produced, drawing on the work of scholars such as Jolene Rickard, Denise Ferreira da Silva,
Gerald Vizenor, Phil Deloria and Michelle Rahaja and closely examining the paintings of
Alex Callendar.)

Transcripts
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A Goddard degree is holistic, integrative and unitary. The MFAIA degree is granted after
successful fulfillment of the degree requirements. Maximum of credit hours awarded is 60, even
if a student takes an additional semester(s) to complete the degree work. The accomplishment
of the MFAIA degree criteria is documented in a narrative transcript that includes the content of
the student’s program of study expressed as areas of inquiry, detailed description of
experiments and projects undertaken, artworks created, intentional learning pursued, and goals
reached. Goddard’s transcript format is different compared to other institutions that list credit
units and/or quantify the student’s learning.
Upon graduation, a MFAIA transcript consists of the Summary Report of Graduate Study
prepared by the student and approved by the faculty advisor; the Faculty Evaluation of
Graduate Study as a Whole prepared by the culminating semester advisor; and the Second
Reader Report prepared by the portfolio’s second reader. The Summary Report and Faculty
Evaluation of Graduate Study each begin with an area of inquiry section in which the
recognized academic and artistic contexts of study are identified. Prior to graduation, interim
MFAIA transcripts consist of the Study Plan as a Whole and Faculty Semester Evaluations for
each completed semester. These interim transcript components also include areas of inquiry
section.
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THE CULMINATING SEMESTER
A student’s culminating semester is devoted to completing the final product portfolio and
completing final academic requirements.

Final Graduation Decision
The advisor and second reader are not available after the semester ends to give students an
informal extension or to continue working with them. If the portfolio needs more work to be
approved, the student will need to take a four week Final Product Extension (more time is
available if needed). The extension takes places at the beginning of the packet portion of the
following semester; it does not take place in the period between the end of the semester and the
residency. Placement on a Final Product Extension means delaying graduation by one semester.
By the last day of the semester, two weeks after the final portfolio is due, the second reader and
the advisor will determine if the portfolio requires more work on the part of the student or
should be approved for graduation. Approval of the final product will occur electronically via
SIS and the digital portfolio submission system. This will be a consensual decision on their part,
and the student will be informed of these deliberations by their advisor. Clear instructions will
be given as to what revisions and/or additions are needed, as well as the reasons why these are
required.
Students may consult the Graduate Student Handbook for information on Final Product
(Portfolio) Extensions, and all pertinent details about the graduation process.

Working with the Second Reader
Each culminating student is assigned a Second Reader from among the program faculty at the
student’s final semester residency. The Second Reader serves a dual function:
1) to provide another “critical friend” to read and comment on the thesis/portfolio, and
2) to provide the college with an additional faculty assessment of the student’s final work.
This “committee” approach is typical of most colleges and universities.
The role of the Second Reader is to:
•

Give feedback and approve the final semester study plan (at the residency)

•

Read a complete first draft (due at, or around, third-packet deadline) of the portfolio and
give feedback and guidance

•

Read (due one week prior to the final packet deadline) and comment on the final draft of
the portfolio

•

Participate with the advisor in approving the portfolio for graduation

•

Write a Second Reader Report that is a critical overview of the portfolio
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Students should make time during the residency to discuss the final semester study plan and
portfolio with their Second Reader. The Second Reader needs to sign off on the semester study
plan, along with the advisor.
Drafts of the portfolio are due to the Second Reader twice during the final semester. The first
submission occurs at the time third packets are due. The Second Reader will respond to this
draft, sometimes shared in conjunction with the primary advisor’s feedback, providing a critical
overview and helpful feedback for revision of the portfolio. Second Readers also communicate
their feedback to advisors, which is not as detailed as feedback from the advisor. The two will
discuss the student’s work and their responses prior to sending feedback. The second
submission occurs at the time final drafts are due (one week prior to packet five deadlines).
With the second submission, students need to include a letter that outlines the revisions made
since the draft submitted mid-semester, indicating what text has been revised, by page number
if necessary.
Following this second review, the Second Reader writes a Second Reader’s Report. This is a
descriptive evaluation of the student’s portfolio that supplements the advisor’s Faculty
Transcript Statement. The Second Reader’s Report is part of the required final paperwork, and
the Second Reader must also approve the final digital submission.

THE CULMINATING DEGREE PORTFOLIO
The Culminating Degree Portfolio is a manifestation of the student’s praxis, demonstrating
personal integration of theory and action. The portfolio presents and/or embodies, as well as
reflects on, theoretical understandings and artistic practices developed during graduate study.
It is an opportunity for students to present themselves to communities as the artists they have
become.
The portfolio may take many different forms, guided by creativity and the nature of the
student’s practices. As appropriate to the work, it may include a mix of still images, video,
audio, creative writing, critical essays, and interactive modalities. It is a place to engage with the
degree criteria as well as share and reflect on growth and development. As such, the portfolio
will evidence a developed art practice and demonstrate through sustained and focused inquiry
how the student’s work embodies or advances the practices or traditions that have informed
their growth.
There are many approaches to commencing work on the portfolio. For many students, it helps
to review the work of previous semesters and identify the central question(s) that motivate their
practice. Some students start with a draft artist’s statement, while others may choose to end
there. Identifying a metaphor that pervades the work or characterizes their learning/creative
journey at Goddard may provide a useful organizational tool. Another option is to consider
how the practice has evolved during their studies, and to structure the portfolio so that the
reader follows a journey of intellectual, spiritual, social, creative, and/or other transformations.
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Whatever the process, it is important for students to work closely with their advisor and second
reader during the residency of the portfolio semester to plan an approach, develop a table of
contents or otherwise envision the portfolio project in a way that entices them to begin. In
assembling the portfolio, students should consider that their portfolio is intended as a
culminating demonstration of MFA study, not necessarily a discussion of every detail of the
journey. The central work of creating a portfolio is the generative process of selecting the
content that best reflects: current creative and intellectual intentions, the rigor of the inquiry
undertaken, the vital ways the student has come to understand the program's degree criteria, as
well as a delineation and understanding of their audience.
Although completion of the portfolio marks the end of graduate studies, it stands as a doorway
between one moment of creative and intellectual development and the next, marking a
significant moment of inquiry into creative praxis. Undertaken in a generative way, the
portfolio not only provides a culmination of graduate studies but also supports lifelong growth
as an artist.

Portfolio Components
Artist’s Statement
This is a concise introduction of the artist to their communities. Finishing students communicate
their passions and highlight the aspects of their practice that are the most important to them.
Students may choose to mention specific projects, significant themes or issues in their work, the
expressive forms in which they practice, as well as the critical and/or artistic contexts in which
they place themselves.

Practice and Reflection
The main body of the portfolio is constructed from two primary processes: the presentation of
and reflection on practice. The portfolio invites critical reflection on the theoretical and
conceptual grounding of the student’s practices. It explores the preoccupations that inform their
work, articulates a personal theory of art, and critically examines the student’s practices in
relationship to that of other practitioners, contexts, and traditions.
As the culminating experience of the MFAIA degree work, the program invites students to
consider “practice” as both a verb and a noun. It may be helpful to think of the portfolio itself as
a creative work, not simply documenting and explaining creative process, but manifesting or
embodying it. Critical reflection can take the form of a critical essay(s) that dialogue with the
contexts or traditions informing a student’s practice. However, as recognized in the degree
criteria, artistic practice itself can be a method of inquiry. Students are encouraged to explore
creative approaches that integrate practice and reflection, or embed the process of reflection
within the practice itself. This might take various forms such as a script, an artist’s book, poetic
reflections, literary non-fiction, etc.
When presenting artwork within -or as- the portfolio, students should consider carefully how to
manifest, enact, or document this work to give the reader/viewer the most appropriate
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experience of the practices. The process of documentation is often one of translation.
Approached as a creative and critical challenge it can result in generative discovery. In some
cases, artwork may be presented in its original form, although even here, remember that in the
portfolio artwork may be experienced differently than in its original context.

Reflection on the Practicum
In the portfolio, it is essential to consider the various ways in which the student engages their
practice with the world. It is up to the individual student, in conversation with their advisor, to
decide how best to include reflection on the practicum project. Students may choose to include
the practicum report itself, as authored at the end of the project, either in the body of the
portfolio or in the appendix if it is useful. The degree of emphasis on the practicum in the final
portfolio will depend upon its centrality to the development of a student’s practice during their
graduate studies.

Bibliography and Annotations
List all of the books, articles, web sites and other resources cited in the portfolio. Students are
free to use any standard citation format that suits their practice, such as Chicago, MLA, or APA,
but it is important to adopt one approved form and employ it uniformly and correctly.
In addition to complete bibliographic citations of each work cited, students will identify those
key resources which proved to be significant influences and/or which are featured prominently
in the portfolio. For these, they will provide an annotation, a two or three-sentence discussion of
the resource including a descriptive overview and assessment of the quality or usefulness of the
resource (refer to the Annotations).

Culminating Degree Portfolio Submission
Digital Submission
All Culminating Degree portfolios are required to be submitted via the SIS digital submission
platform at https://sis.goddard.edu. Portfolios are submitted digitally by the student for
approval by the advisor and second reader, for storage by the College, and for long-term
preservation of and access to the collection through the College’s library services. Digital
submission allows students to upload multiple files with the portfolio (e.g., video, audio) which
allows for a more multifaceted presentation of work.

Submission Process and Timing
The digital portfolio submission process consists of filling out the Final Product form. On the
form, students enter:
•

The full, official title of the portfolio

•

An abstract of up to 250 words

•

3-5 keywords
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•

The main body of the portfolio, uploaded as one or more PDF files, each with a
maximum file size of 200 MB

•

The bibliography or works cited section, uploaded as a PDF file

•

Any appendices and/or additional materials, uploaded as files. This includes any
materials that, with faculty approval, students choose to present separately from the
main body of the portfolio.

When filling out the form, students will be required to choose visibility/access settings for
various components of the portfolio, and to certify citation and necessary usage permissions of
previously copyrighted material.
Students should submit portfolios after their advisor and second reader have confirmed that the
portfolio is complete and ready for approval.
Full, systematic instructions on the digital submission process are available at Digital
Submission of Final Product. It is strongly recommended that students review digital
submission instructions in advance to insure preparation of materials in compatible formats and
to allow sufficient time to address any questions that might emerge.

Alternative Additional Submission Formats
Recognizing the diversity of expressive media utilized in an interdisciplinary arts program,
students may request permission from the culminating semester advisor no later than the
packet one deadline, in addition to the required digital submission, also to create the portfolio in
the form of an artist book, website or another expressive modality. The purpose of these options
is to accommodate students whose primary means of expression cannot be fully translated into
a digital PDF. This is an additional submission that does not replace the requirement to submit
the portfolio in the digital PDF format described above.
Artist books or other types of bound portfolios will be catalogued and stored by the Goddard
library. Students submitting original works do so knowing that Goddard’s library system does
not have archival storage space, and works may be exposed to humidity and other
environmental factors which limit the longevity of paper formats. When choosing this option,
the book must be submitted to the library at either the Vermont or Washington residency site,
with a title page and faculty and second reader physical signatures, at the commencement
residency prior to graduation as part of required submissions and approvals.
To arrange appropriate options for website or other expressive modalities as an alternative
additional submission, students must contact the Program Director no later than packet two
deadlines.

Technical and Formatting Instructions
The portable document format (PDF) is a self-contained cross platform document. This open
standard includes a complete description of document layout, so that the document can be
represented independently of any particular software or operating system. When constructing a
PDF, students can specify all aspects of the layout. PDFs allow not only for the precise
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placement of images and text, but also for the insertion of audio, video, and animation as well
as links to content. Interactive features such as buttons, rollovers, and transitions between pages
expand the form even further.
As much as possible students are encouraged to integrate expository text and evidence of
practice in the main body of the portfolio. Students with the technical skills to construct PDFs
with embedded interactive features are encouraged to think creatively as to how to integrate
these features in a way that best communicates their practice. The additional materials section
may also be used for supplemental audio, video, animation or other file formats.
•

File Size: The maximum allowable size for a single PDF is 200 MB. Therefore, students
may need to break the portfolio into chapters or sections and upload pieces separately.

•

Layout: Students are encouraged to consider the ways in which the reader will interact
with the PDF when making decisions about layout, margins and the size and orientation
of a document page.

•

Expository text: Double-spaced text with at least twelve-point font and one inch margins
is strongly suggested for readability.

•

Graphics: Images should be prepared as JPG, PNG or GIF files, compressed as much as
possible while maintaining screen image quality at 72 dpi. They should be properly
sized to fit into the portfolio layout, or somewhat larger if the student wishes viewers to
be able to zoom-in on images to see specific detail.

•

Video/Sound/Animation: Commonly used formats including Flash Video Format, (FLV
and F4V), SWF, H. 264-encoded files (such as MP4), MP3, AVI and MPEG are currently
readable in interactive PDFs. Note: for optimal end-user experience in the platform
which houses the digital collection, using H.264-encoded video and AAC or MP3 for
audio files is recommended, whenever possible.

All students are encouraged to plan and consider the time needed to complete layout and
formatting of the portfolio. Technical questions related to file size and formats should be
directed to IT staff at it@goddard.edu, and not to faculty advisors, whose primary responsibility
is to work with students on content.
Note: It is recommended that all content be uploaded either as part of the PDF or as
additional materials. Embedded links to files stored elsewhere (i.e., Dropbox, Google
Drive, YouTube, or other cloud-based storage/streaming services, etc.) are ephemeral
and the College cannot guarantee that the digital portfolio will be stored and preserved
in its entirety.

SUBMISSION OF FINAL ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS
For the student to receive a diploma at graduation, the student’s SIS record must be complete
by the date and time listed on the residency schedule. A complete SIS record includes all
elements listed below. Students must also meet the other requirements of the Graduation Policy
as laid out in the Graduate Student Handbook.
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Digital Portfolio Submission
As described in the previous section, the student uploads the final portfolio via SIS, where it is
electronically approved by the culminating semester’s advisor and the second reader.

Student Summary Report of Completed Graduate Study
The final semester’s self-evaluation, which the student completes via SIS, is an evaluation of the
student’s graduate study as a whole. It includes a Summary Report and General Bibliography,
which are approved by the culminating semester’s advisor and become part of the transcript. It
also includes an internal Assessment that is not included in the transcript.

General Bibliography
As a part of the Student Summary Report of Completed Graduate Study, students are asked to
list significant reading/resources used during their studies for inclusion on the transcript. While
the full Portfolio resource list appears in the Portfolio, this list is an opportunity to provide
external viewers with a representative example of the key resources which most influenced the
student’s research and practice. In preparing this succinct bibliography for external readers, one
suggestion is to draw from those resources which were annotated in the portfolio; however,
entries on the transcript statement’s general bibliography should not be annotated. The general
bibliography needs to be organized in an appropriate citation style.

Faculty Transcript Statement
This is the culminating semester advisor’s evaluation of the student’s graduate work as a whole.
To facilitate this, students must submit their Student Report on Graduate Study in a timely
manner. This report is due via SIS by the last day of the semester. The faculty advisor submits
the completed transcript statement via SIS. This evaluation is part of the student’s official
transcript from the College.

Second Reader’s Report
This is a descriptive evaluation of the student’s culminating degree portfolio that supplements
the advisor’s evaluation of the student’s degree program. The Second Reader submits the
completed report via SIS. This report is part of the student’s official transcript from the College.

COMMENCEMENT RESIDENCY AND THE GRADUATING STUDENT
PRESENTATION
Culminating students attend a three-day Commencement residency following their final
semester. At this residency graduating students offer the required graduating student
presentations, meet with their advisor, and participate in Commencement Ceremony.
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In addition to the Culminating Degree Portfolio, all culminating MFAIA students present
work to the Goddard community at their final residency. These presentations may take
whatever form the student finds best communicates the recent progress and current stage of
their work. It is a forum in which to share what has been learned as it pertains to the student’s
art practice and conceptual/theoretical context. This can include reading from the portfolio,
showing a selection of documented work, contextualizing and performing a piece, etc. The
presentation is an exciting opportunity to share with peers, faculty, staff, friends and family the
essence of the students’ new research and evolving creative practice, and to contribute their
knowledge and experience to the community.
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